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Submucosal lipoma simulating a malignant tumor of the left colon: a case report
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ABSTRACT

Intestinal lipomas can occur anywhere in the gastrointestinal tract, and these tumors are more frequent in the colon. By being largely asymptomatic, colonic lipomas are usually found incidentally, as findings in colonoscopy examinations, in association with biopsy. Endoscopic or surgical resection is the therapeutic option, depending on the size of the tumor, its location, and the presence or absence of symptoms. In this study, we present a case of a 59-year-old woman, with a descending colon lipoma histologically diagnosed only after surgical resection of the lesion. The approach was adopted according to the patient's clinical picture (intestinal bleeding, vomiting and weight loss), in addition to the occlusion of 80% of the colonic lumen observed in a colonoscopy.
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Lipoma submucoso simulando tumor maligno de cólon esquerdo: relato de caso

RESUMO

Os lipomas intestinais podem ocorrer em qualquer parte do trato gastrointestinal, sendo mais frequente no cólon. Por serem em grande parte assintomáticos, os lipomas colonicos são usualmente encontrados acidentalmente como achados de exame de colonoscopia associada à biópsia. Como opções de tratamento, há a ressecção endoscópica ou cirúrgica, a depender do tamanho do tumor, sua localização e presença (ou não) de sintomas. Nesse relato, é apresentado um caso de uma mulher de 59 anos com lipoma de cólon...
Introduction

Colonic lipomas are benign tumors arising from the connective tissue of the intestinal wall, representing 2.6% of non-malignant tumors of the gastrointestinal tract. Although this is the most frequent non-malignant intramural mesenchymal tumor of the gastrointestinal tract and the third in frequency, coming after adenomatous and hyperplastic polyps, are few the cases described in the literature. In most cases, the tumor is asymptomatic, generally being an accidental finding of imaging studies, but these tumors may show symptoms such as abdominal pain, rectal bleeding, change in bowel habits, abdominal bloating, anorexia, and weight loss.

Case report

Our patient was a 59-year old brown-colored female seen at the Coloproctology outpatient clinic of a tertiary hospital with a history of hypogastric colic pain for a year, accompanied by vomiting, diarrhea, and rectal bleeding. In addition, the patient mentioned a weight loss of 5 kg in a year. This patient is hypertensive, with lactose intolerance and has no family history of gastrointestinal disease. On physical examination, the abdomen was flat, flaccid, and painless to palpation and with hydro-aerial sounds present. The proctologic examination revealed a normal static and dynamic inspection and the digital rectal examination was without palpable lesions. Three colonoscopies were performed; the first two were performed in other services, indicating a benign tumor of approximately 5 cm, at the transition between the descending colon and the sigmoid, occluding 40% of the colonic lumen. However, the biopsies produced unspecific results. Between the first and the last colonoscopy, 7 months have passed, and it was noted a substantial increase of 80% in the colonic lumen occlusion. The last colonoscopy was performed in our service, in order to attain a better direct visualization of the lesion, in an attempt for the histological diagnosis, and also for tattooing the lesion found, in order to facilitate the intraoperative management of the injury. A CT scan showed left colon thickening (Fig. 1). The laboratory workup showed no changes, with CEA = 1.8 before surgery. Tumor excision and primary anastomosis of the resected colonic portion were carried out. Postoperatively, there were no complications and the patient was discharged in a good condition. The pathological examination showed a polypoid-like lesion measuring 4.5 cm × 3.5 cm, with a yellow, soft to cut, tissue (Figs. 2 and 3). A mucosa with reduced wrinkling and a gray area and with parietal infiltration was also observed. The adipose tissue was

Fig. 1 – Abdominal CT with left colon thickening.

Fig. 2 – Surgical specimen.

Fig. 3 – Surgical specimen.
lobed and without special features. The diagnosis of intestinal submucosal lipoma was confirmed, with process-free surgical margins.

**Discussion**

Our patient is a 59-year old female, which corresponds to the most frequent gender and age group of patients diagnosed with lipoma: women between the fifth and sixth decade of life.\textsuperscript{3,6,7} Intestinal lipomas are commonly diagnosed through findings in colonoscopy procedures indicated for the treatment of other diseases or for screening purposes, considering that these tumors are more prevalent in the colon than in the small intestine,\textsuperscript{2,5,7,8} being asymptomatic in most cases.\textsuperscript{1,3,5,7} Clinical manifestations are evident in approximately 6–25% of diagnoses.\textsuperscript{1,5} However, the case at issue corresponds to a giant lipoma, anatomopathologically proven by the size of the surgical specimen, a piece measuring over 4 cm. In the face of tumors of such size, the percentage of symptomatic cases is 75%\textsuperscript{5,6} The patient complained of an hypogastric pain, episodes of rectal bleeding, diarrhea and a mild weight loss – normal findings in symptomatic cases of lipoma.\textsuperscript{4–6,8} In addition, the patient had vomit episodes, which is not often described in the literature.

Colonoscopy is the primary method for diagnosis of colonic lipomas. The characteristic findings are the presence of a wide-base tumor, with a yellowish tint due to the underlying fatty tissue. Furthermore, a “tenting sign” and a “cushion sign” are also observed: the first signal is elicited if one pulls the mucosa overlying the lipoma, which detaches itself easily, as seen in other submucosal lesions; the second signal consists in touching the lipoma with a biopsy forceps; the lipoma is depressed easily and quickly returns to its original form.\textsuperscript{3,4,6,9} After the establishment of the diagnosis, one must consider a surgical approach. Tumor resection is indicated in cases of a symptomatic lipoma, particularly with obstruction or bleeding; if the mass measures more than 2.5 cm; or if the injury is mimicking malignancy.\textsuperscript{1,2,5,6,8} In the case reported, with the first two consecutive colonoscopies a 4-cm diameter protruding injury with a 40% of occlusion of the lumen of the descending colon – site of 20% of colonic lipomas – was diagnosed.\textsuperscript{3,6,7} At this point, a surgery could have been performed, both considering the clinical manifestations and the tumor size. However, this was not done due to the irregular follow-up in another service. After 7 months, a new colonoscopy showed a 6-cm lesion with 80% of occlusion; this time, the lesion was resected, despite the absence of a histological diagnosis with the colonoscopy examinations performed prior to surgery. Thus, a laparotomy was performed, along with a segmental left colectomy with primary anastomosis. Lipomas with a less than 2-cm diameter can be removed endoscopically; on the other hand, larger lesions must be surgically resected.\textsuperscript{4}

The pathological examination of the surgical specimen confirmed a description macro- and microscopically consistent with a diagnosis of intestinal submucosal lipoma, which is in accordance with the highest frequency among its subtypes. Submucosal lipomas are more frequent than subserosal and mixed lipomas.\textsuperscript{1,4} Histologically, the lipoma shows a dense accumulation of enlarged and rounded fat cells with cytoplasm and nucleus in the cell periphery (Fig. 4).\textsuperscript{1} Grossly, the tumor may present itself in different forms: rounded, sessile or covered by a fibrous tissue capsule branching over the adipose tissue mass, which results in their lobate appearance.\textsuperscript{1,4}

**Conclusion**

Lipomas are rare benign tumors. In most cases, these tumors are asymptomatic and are accidentally diagnosed, particularly by colonoscopy. Their treatment is based on the size of the lesion, presence of symptoms, and if there is suspicion of malignancy, and the evaluated criteria point to an endoscopic or surgical resection. The gender and age group of our patient were the most prevalent for this disease, and hers was a giant and symptomatic tumor; however, it tumor was not localized in the most frequent position in the colon. For all these reasons, we chose to perform a surgery.
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